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Waiting for "Study Breaks" since 1920

December 7,2001

IWC Hopes Free Market Will Respond to Student's Needs
GEORGE LANUM
Staff Advisor

As Longwood continues
the implementation of its strategic plan of controlled growth, the
town of Farmville is taking a
close and cautious look at locations for apartment complexes.
As a result of concerns
voiced by neighborhood residents
and Fuqua School, the Town
Council recently denied a zoning
request that proposed building an
apartment complex Longwood
Avenue. The council denied a
similar zoning request, thwarting
a project on Milnwood Road this
past summer.
Gerald Spates, Town Manager, said, "It [Longwood] has
always been in one central location and now it seems to be going into different areas of the

town." That has concerns with
some of the residents and some
of the residential neighborhoods
that are turning into apartment
complexes that were once quiet
areas, said Spates.
Spates, voicing concerns
raised by town councilman Reid,
was quoting the Farmville Herald
"Longwood should build its own
dorms."
If you have a business,
you've got laws and zoning ordinances that require they build so
much parking and provide certain
areas, I mean that is required,"
remarked Spates, "Longwood
doesn't have to do that."
Longwood has grown in the
last five years, they've grown a
whole lot in population," began
Spates, "but they haven't built any
infrastructure to take care of it."
Both David Harnage, Ex-

ecutive Vice President of Administration and Finance, and Norm
Bregman, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, expressed hopes in the free markets
ability to meet the needs of the
college.
Let the marketplace respond to those individuals that
have the opportunity to move off
campus," said Harnage. "If that
happens then the strategy has
worked. If the marketplace does
not react to needs of our students
in both quantity and quality, then
we will have to re-examine the
strategy."
Harnage reiterated Longwood opposition to building new
residence halls and remarked the
dorms have to be self-supporting
and no state money can be use to
maintain them. Revenue generated from housing would be bet-

Students Displaced After Fire

lations, Bregman said "the town
has not come to really say 'let's
dialog on a strategic plan' and we
haven't looked to lay out a strategic plan."
With only available space
for 2500 students on campus a
strategic plan which calls for a
freshman class approving 970
heads, there will be an additional
demand for 400-500 beds, concluded Bregman.
He expressed concerns in
favoring one project over another
and said that the college has to
remain neutral, but at the same
time said, "we don't want to put a
need out there that doesn't exist."
Spates also voiced this concern, "I'm concerned that numbers are inflated and we are

See GROWTH p.10

Harnage Leaves Longwood
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Public Relations Manager

GEORGE LANUM
Staff Advisor
The screech of sirens and
the plume of smoke rising in the
distance over Cox at 11:15 Tuesday morning grabbed the attention of students perched behind
the student union.
Fire broke out at 705 Oak
Street, destroying a two story,
three-apartment complex, a mere
two blocks from campus. One of
the three occupants, Alex Bailes,
is a Longwood student and he was
in class at the time of the blaze.
Matt Wicichowski and
Jacinta Charleton, an alumnus
and AST, were also residents of
the building.
Mr. Dodson, owner of the
apartment building, was present
at the time of the fire.
"I was working in the back
and I walked out and my dad was
inside. I heard a noise and I
thought my dad had knocked
something over or what have you
or may have fallen," recounted
Dodson. "I turn around to go back
in to see what it was and he had
followed me out and it was on
fire."
The house was over 100
years old and balloon construction explaining why the fire

ter spent maintaining and modernizing the existing residence
halls.
Norm Bregman said that
the prime concern is for good
housing for students that will
meet the needs of the students.
Bregman said we were hoping in
the free market.
We are hoping that when
needs exist, that's typically how
the economy works," exclaimed
Bregman, "someone comes in to
fill that need. There is a market
here for housing."
Referring to a pamphlet
printed by Longwood illustrating
their design for the college,
Spates articulated, "they talked
about it and they printed this. The
council hadn't had an opportunity
to vote on it and I think it is a concern."
Concerning town-gown re-

It was announced officially on Monday that Dave
Harnage, the Executive Vice
President for Administration and
Finance will be leaving Longwood College effective January
18,2002. He will be accepting a
new position at Towson University in Maryland.
Having, only been with the
college for a year, Harnage accomplished a great deal for the
short period of time he has been

with Longwood.
Harnage helped the institution recover from the losses sustained from the April fire as well
as spear heading the master plan
designed for the institution, which
will, according to President
Cormier, "carry us forward for the
next twenty years."
Cormier also states that "I
just want to wish Dave well in his
new position and to let everyone
know that we will continue to
move forward on all the initiatives
begun under Dave's leadership.

See HARNAGE p. 10

Rally Held Against "Police Profiling"
MATTHEW DANIEL
Guest Writer

spread so fast.
Fire Chief Tim McKay said
that the Farmville police department, with assistance of investigators from the Virginia State
Police, spent Wednesday at the
scene. Arson had not been ruled
out, but was not suspected.
Fire departments from
Farmville, Hampden Sydney, and
Prospect responded to the call.
Longwood College was

quick to respond to the needs of
the displaced residents, offering
them housing and assistance.
The community is still on
edge following a recent string of
fires.
A laundry fire in Cox on
November 18, the result of leaves
in a dryer, necessitated the response of several volunteer fire
departments preventing any damage to building.

On Thursday, November
29, Longwood College students
confronted the issue of "police
profiling".
Held in the Student Union
Ballroom, Longwood College's
Commuter Student Association
(CSA) initiated a public forum
in which student opinions and
concerns took center stage and
could be personally addressed.
Speaking on behalf of the
CSA, Trudy Berry opened the
forum by stating the concern of
"pohce profiling" was brought to

the attention of the CSA by a
single student complaint.
Berry went on to state that
as more complaints were filed,
the CSA felt action must be initiated.
A survey and petition was
introduced around campus, and
with over 500 signatures, the
CSA felt an investigation was in
order.
The open forum was held,
and consisted of a 6 member
panel, on which sat some of
Longwood and Farmvitte's moat
prominent dignitaries.

See RALLY p.10
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I'm filling in for Dani this
week, because she's out sick. So
welcome to the first ever Assistant Editor editorial as we bring
you the tenth and last issue of the
semester for The Rotunda.
Ten issues may not sound
like a lot, but for those of us who
basically live here, it's been a long
semester.
We would not be where we
are today without Dani's superior

leadership and great attitude. She
has brought many beneficial
changes to this paper and staff,
and we have nowhere else to go
but up in our accomplishments.
Thanks to Dani, we are going to switch to a new computer
program next semester, one that
is industry standard and will
hopefully help us get jobs.
Of course, this paper is not
a one-man show. I'm so proud of

Correction

our staff and all the hard work
they put into the paper. We have
people willing to stay here until 2
a.m. on a Thursday night, staff
who run out to get last minute
photos of a breaking event, or
even just make McDonald's runs
when we all crave some chicken
nuggets and those golden french
fries.
Everyone here worked as a
team after the events of Septem-

ber 11 to put together current stories and Longwood's reaction to
the news, even though we were
all shaken up ourselves. I guess
that's what being a real journalist
is all about.
I look forward to more
milestones next semester. We are
working hard to bring the latest
news, and we will continue to
strive towards our "preview not
review" attitude.

care what current ARC residents
and even the Board of Visitors
think?
Mr. Clements made it
abudantly clear that the proposal
was something he wanted to see
passed, but he failed to mention
his role in the decision-making
process.
And, judging by the number of questions asked, ARC residents are concerned, as they have
a right to be. Current ARC residents brought up a lot of valid
concerns, and I don't want to feel
like the hour plus I spent at the
meeting was a waste of time.
Mr. Clements mentioned
that one benefit of having freshmen in ARC will be to increase
the value of everyone's diploma
since we arc competing with
schools such as William and

On behalf of the Commuter
Student Association (CSA), the
CSA Board of Directors kindly
requests that you publish the following letter of thanks:
On behalf of the Commuter
Student Association (CSA), the
CSA Board of Directors extends
our great thank you to all students
who attended the Open Forum and
either asked questions or shared
their stories on the evening of
November 29, 2001, in essence,
making the dialogue a reality.
We also extend our great
thank you to the following people
for attending and giving their time
and sides of the story:
Dr. Pierson (Vice President
of Student Affairs)
Mr. Harnage (Longwood
Representative to the Farmville
Town Council)
Mr. Spates (Farmville Town
Manger)
Chief Lowe (Longwood
Chief of Police)
Special Agent Lindsey (VA
Dept of ABC)
Mike Parrish (Longwood
Student Government Association)
We also extend our special
thank you to Ms. Susan Monahan

(Director, Office of Honor and
Judicial Programs) for attending
the Open Forum and sharing information.
We express our disappointment, however, that Chief
Dunnavant (Farmville Chief of
Police) did not attend.
Some of the results of the
Open Forum are: the Town of
Farmville will post statistics on
their website; Farmville Police
Officers will attend all Longwood
Judicial Hearings; all panel members agreed to another forum in
the spring; and Longwood and
Farmville will consider this issue
carefully, collaborate information, and keep it under discussion.
Other information thai
panel members and others shared
with students is that if students are
wrongfully stopped, or otherwise
believe they are wronged, they
can fill out a complaint form at
the Farmville Police Department
or the Office of the Town Manager.
We are checking into having these forms available on
Longwood's campus. Dr. Pierson
is available to give guidance to
students who have complaints and

Box 2901

Longwood College
Farmville, VA 23909
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Finally, I would like to per
sonally thank Dani foreverythinf
she has done this semester. She is
a joy to spend time with, and tha
not only includes our time at th<
Rotunda, but our shopping trip:
and aerobics excursions. You'rea great friend, Dani.
Get well soon!
-Dawn Kanehl
Asst. Editor

Letters to the Editor

In the November 30, 2001 issue of The Rotunda, the article "ARC Holds Open Forum to Discuss Proposed
I am writing the Rotunda to
Changes," incorrectly reported that the Honor's Program express my concern over the poshas 20 students. They currently have an enrollment of 150 sible admittance of Honor's freshmen to the ARC residence hall.
students.
Not only do I feel this is a
poor
decision
on
the
Come Join the Rotunda Staff Next administration's
part, I am also
concerned with the fact that a deSemester!
cision already seemed decided
before Housing presented the proWe are looking for staff writers and have posal to ARC residents and the
Board of Visitors last week.
Ed Board positions available.
I attended that meeting last
Wednesday, and Mike Clements
The Rotunda offers great experience for made it sound like the Board of
Visitors was going to approve the
all majors, from Art and Business to English. proposal, but when I looked at the
latest copy of the Rotunda, I discovered
that in fact the decision
Call x2120 for more information
is left up to him. Student Affairs,
and Academic Affairs.
Why, then, would administration even bother to act like they
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Mary.
As a current junior, I have
only one reply to such an asinine
comment: I work for my own diploma, and I will get out of it what
I put into it.
No one, especially not a
freshmen who has yet to experience real college life, is going to
increase the value of my diploma
and my appeal to a potential employer.
I wish for once Longwood
could be honest with its students.
The first couple of times the wool
was pulled over our eyes could
have been a coincidence, but after a while one has to stop and
consider who administration really wants to serve.
Sincerely,
Concerned ARC Resident
many lawyers are available to
give free consultation to determine whether they have a valid
case: students can contact Legal
Aid for lawyer referrals.
Finally, students can request that their Student Government Association (SGA) purchase
a passenger van to transport them
home in the evenings.
Without the willingness of
all the students and officials, this
dialogue would not occur.
This is just the beginning:
if you have an idea or are interested in continuing to deal with
this issue, please contact
Trudy Berry at
tbbcrrv@longwood.lwc.edu.
Mike Parrish at
mwpanis@longwood.lwc.edu.
or Sarah Schoper at
commuter@longwood.lwc.edu.
You may also visit the
Commuter Lounge in Room 211,
the SGA Office in Room 218, or
the Office of Student Leadership
Programs and Commuter Affairs
in Room 216 all in the Student
Union.
Thank you.
JAN DRAKE
Chair, CSA
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CAUTION
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your chance to
do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up and act up. Because if
you're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail Activist ideas to rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu.

Wal-Mart: Always Low Brow
A CONCERNED CONSUMER
Guest Writer
Last summer, my boyfriend
stole roughly $5.00 worth of merchandise from the Farmville WalMart. While I obviously do not
condone such an act, I feel I must
condemn Wal-Mart for their actions towards him since then.
He stole a few packs of
cigarettes, which Wal-Mart allowed him to return, and an item
that he had opened.
Since the packaging was
opened, the manager said they
could not accept it in that condition, and it was for that item
only that he was charged with
stealing.
I applaud Wal-Mart for
being so willing to allow him
to help himself. They told him
if he could pay for that item,
then no charges would be
brought.
Unfortunately, he had no
money to pay for it, which was
why he stole it in the first
place.
The courts declared that
he was to spend 100 hours doing community service and be on
probation for a year.
After this time, he was
square with the law.
Wal-Mart, however, believes that this is not enough.
When he was arrested, the
officer said that he would not be
allowed back in Wal-Mart until
the manager notified him otherwise.
A year and a half later, he
is off of probation, and waiting for
that letter telling him he can now
return to the glory that is WalMart.
It hasn't come yet.
So, he called the manager
to ask about their banishment
policy.

The manager said that
when they ban someone from
Wal-Mart, they are banned for
life. And if a Wal-Mart exile is
found in any Wal-Mart around the
world, he will be arrested and
charged with trespassing.
My problem with this is
how Wal-Mart can arbitrarily declare that a person, who has
"served his time" so to speak, can
never enter any Wal-Mart anywhere, at any time.
While I understand that
they have the capacity to decide
something like this, it is a ludi-

crous policy.
My boyfriend had no arrests prior to this charge, and he
only stole an item worth $5.
If he had had a large rap
sheet filled with arrests for theft
or grand larceny, had served over
10 years of his life in jail, and then
stole something worth $500,
maybe I could understand their
decision.
But, really. For a company
so community-minded, you
would think they would agree that
he has redeemed himself through
the community (i.e. a hundred
hours of community service) and
therefore can be allowed back into
the ranks of the privileged few
deemed worthy enough of Wal-

Mart.
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& Dcopsf^/a.
+ to only one week left before Christmas vacation
+ to another succesful semester for the Rotunda

to shorter time periods for exams
- to scheduling the senior reception during a senior seminar class
- to pedestrians not looking before they cross

I know what he did is
the street
wrong.
I'm not trying to excuse his
actions.
Send your Props and Drops to rotunda® longwood.lwc.edu
But he deserves a second
chance. And Wal-Mart is being
unreasonable about forbiding him
that second chance.
I keep wondering how Sam
Walton would have felt about this
my middle finger almost made a
DAWNKANEHL
policy.
reflex reaction), because I knew
Asst. Editor
But, hell, he probably came
that they were just probably boozup with it himself.
A couple of weeks ago a ing it up with some homemade
What else I wonder about group of Farmville residents de- moonshine or something.
is that the cop was the person who cided to inform me that I possess
However, I was able to get
vanquished him.
a rather unique feature: a big ass. the license plate number and call
As in something like,
Of course, they did not just campus police and give them the
"How 'bout we just say you walk up to me and merely inform wagon's location. The police imcan't come back in here till this me that my derierre is large and mediately sent out a squad car,
here manager declares you are suggest that I implement a new but could not catch the men on
no longer a threat to the store." exercise regiment.
campus.
The manager just kind
No, they chose to tell me
Once a car leaves
of went along with it, from while driving by at about 10 Longwood's campus, police canwhat my boyfriend said to me. m.p.h. while sticking their tooth- not pursue them, even though
But he then took it a step less faces outside the window of they have all the information such
further with this whole ban their barely held-together station as their plates and home address.
thing.
wagon.
Even if the officer had
I really think it's ridicuI was walking right in front caught up with the grizzly men,
lous.
of the library when the car rolled harassing college students who
He's paid his due to so- by and the man yelled, "Thar goes are walking across campus is not
ciety; he regrets doing it.
a white gurl with a black boo- a crime.
Yet Wal-Mart feels that tay!" This keen observation was
No, they would have to
these things are irrelevant.
followed by rounds of laughter hassle me at least twice for anyAnd I feel that they are and probably some burping and one to take action. Of course I do
wrong.
male scratching to complete the not blame the police or anything,
I hope they rethink this effect.
it's just how the laws are made.
policy, especially for first time,
I kid you not. Now, I'm not
In the meantime, I'm thinkpetty criminals, such as my boy- exactly sure what a "white girl ing of replies in case this ever
friend.
with a black booty" is, but if he happens again, such as "Hey,
I am writing a letter to that was nicely trying to tell me that weren't you the mountain men in
fine establishment and I have de- I'm pear-shaped and that my hip Deliverance! What's it like to
cided that until they change their region is bigger in proporation to work with Burt Reynolds?"
policy and accept my boyfriend the rest of my body, point taken.
To ensure that my rump
back into the Wal-Mart bosom, I
Considering I'm only 5'2" never receives unwanted attenwill not shop there.
tall, my butt is probably more than tion again, my booty and I have
It will be hard, I know.
likely going to stick out a little bit, been attending kickboxing, where
Wal-Mart is the leading re- but it's not like I have to walk with I'm burning lots of calories and I
source for all college students, but my ass on the ground because it's get to imagine that I'm punching
I will manage.
so big.
people in the face, which is a
After all, that's why God
I did not grace the great stress reliever when you
made Target.
"townies" with a reply (although work at the Rotunda.

I Like Big Butts...

NEWS
LWC
to
Become
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Midnight Breakfast Returns
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PRESS RELEASE

MORGAN MAHAN
Guest Writer
Longwood will be kicking
off exam week once again with
"Midnight Breakfast" - an event
that will take place this Sunday,
December 9th, starting at 11 PM.
For two hours, students will
line up at the late hour to be
served eggs, pancakes, bacon, and
other breakfast favorites.
The dining hall employee's
shifts would have been over hours
ago. Longwood faculty and staff
will come out to fill the spaces.
The Student Union staff are
the ones to thank for the volunteering faculty members who
come out to participate in the
event. They coordinate all those
involved every year.
"Getting professors and
staff members together for Midnight Breakfast is usually an enjoyable task, because everyone is
so enthusiastic," said Student
Union coordinator JJ Manly.
Breakfast is usually the
meal that attracts the least attention, but many Longwood stu-

dents look forward to the special Manly, and other excited faculty
seemed not to notice the odd work
meal every semester.
"I always go," said Sopho- they were doing at the odd hour!
All those being served
more and Resident Assistant, Joseemed
especially happy as well.
seph Papa.
"I am especially looking I don't know what it is, but Midforward to this year's event, be- night Breakfast is just a good way
cause I am going to be taking my to start a long week," Gwaltney
said.
freshman.
Also a dedicated coordinaI know they will enjoy it as
much as I have in the past, but it tor of Longwood's dining facilistill won't be the same without ties, alumness Christy Carneal
has seen the hype of Midnight
Phyllis Mable."
During her time at the col- Breakfast first hand.
"Last semester we had stulege, Phyllis Mable played an integral role in Midnight Breakfast. dents lined up to Her!" Carneal
Though her schedule said.
Carneal also mentioned anboasted enough engagements,
students can testify to her smil- other interesting piece of informaing presence at every Midnight tion.
"I can't promise anything,"
Breakfast, stirring a sense of
light-heartedness in students she said. "But all I'm saying is, a
certain woman may make a surstressed about exams.
Senior Sherry Gwaltney, a prise appearance that no one is
long time employee of expecting."
To see if this mystery server
Longwood's Dining Hall, especially enjoyed witnessing the in- shows up, go and line up at the
teractions between faculty and dining hall on December 9th
students in the middle of the around midnight to see if she is
indeed there, latex gloves on and
night.
"Ms. Mable, Dr. Picrson, JJ serving spoon in hand.

Final SGA Meeting of the Semestei
DAVE THOMAS
Guest Writer
The last SGA meeting of
the fall semester was held last
Tuesday, the 27th of November
in the ABC rooms in Lankford.
President-elect Billy
Magyar sat aside out going President Katie Hall and presided over
the meeting to get a feel for the
position.
Also participating in this
warm up to their new positions
were the Vice President-elect and
Secretary-elect.
Phi Mu Alpha and
Cunninghams Hall Council then
presented its budget for the reopening of the Java Hut located
on the top floor of the
Cunninghams.
Presented as a calm and inviting place to study and a relaxed environment, the proposed
opening of the Java Hut would
take place at the beginning of
next semester.
The Java Hut itself would
be non-profit and the hours
would be based on the number

of employees and the most populated times during the day, which
are yet to be determined.
The groups were allotted
$3,149.63, all of their proposed
budget, for chairs, bar stools, slip
covers, a stereo system and other
items to restore the Java Hut to
its previous glory.
In absence of Music Department representative Dr.
Charles Kinzer, SGA Treasurer
Ron Hill presented the budget
for the Music Department's
Spring Concert, featuring the
Richmond Symphony, which
will be held on January 19th,
2002.
The $2,000 for the symphony fee and the publicity was
passed eagerly with high support
from the entire SGA.
Other announcements included the Senior Reception at
the Alumni House on December
5th, a housing survey is in the
works, and congratulations was
offered to all new members of
the SGA elected last week.
The SGA will reconvene
next semester after winter break.

On December 1 the Longwood College Board of Visitors
unanimously approved a change
in designation from college to
university and authorized the
college to seek General Assembly action to amend the Code of
Virginia as appropriate.
The designation change
will be introduced in the Senate
and in the House of Delegates.
The legislature will convene in January 2002 and end in
March.
The governor usually sips
approved legislation withing 30
days after the session ends, and
it officially becomes law on July
1 of that year.
College officials cited several advantages of university designation: it will more accurately
reflect the scope and nature of
Longwood's academic programs
and its size; it will better attract
international students (in many
countries, "college" connotes
high school-level studies); and it
will give the college greater recognition and a designation comparable to its peers.

In November 2000, the
college began a process of reviewing pros and cons of a designation change, studying the
transitions made by other colleges, and soliciting feedback
from alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents and friends.
Of 605 respondents to the
President's Office or Alumni Office, more than 82 percent supported a change in designation.
Organizations voting in favor of the change included the
Academic Affairs Committee,
the School of Business and Economics and the Faculty Senate.
According to President Cormier,
"There has been a groundswell
of support from all constituencies of the college."
Incorporated as the
Farmville Female Seminary Association by the General Assembly of Virginia in 1839, the Seminary was redesignated as a college in 1860.
The name Longwood College was adopted in 1949. Today,
Longwood is a public, coeducational, comprehensive college
offering bachelor's and master's
degrees and over 100 majors and
concentrations.

Roy Clark Cancels Longwood Concerts
If you paid cash and have Clark will not be able to help us
tickets, just bring your tickets to celebrate the holidays this year.
He is a true friend of Longthe box office for a refund.
Due to medical reasons,
wood
College and we wish him a
Customers who charged
Roy Clark has canceled his holi- tickets to either MasterCard or speedy recovery."
day concerts at Longwood Col- Visa, have not yet been charged
This would have been the
lege on Friday, December 7.
so credits/refunds will not be nec- ninth consecutive year for the Roy
Mr. Clark will be undergoClark holiday concerts that were
essary.
ing emergency back surgery and,
The Jarman Box office will originally proposed by Mr. Clark
although the condition is not life- remain open next week for re- to create scholarship funds for the
threatening, he will not be able to funds during regular business Longwood College music properform.
hours Tuesday, Thursday, and Fri- gram.
Longwood is among four- day from 3:30 p.m. until 5:30 p.m.
A few years ago, he reteen concerts that have been cancorded
a CD of Christmas music
For those who do not wish
celed while Mr. Clark recuper- a refund, ticket monies will help with the Camerata Singers and the
ates.
support the Roy Clark Scholarship singers have joined him on stage
Refunds for ticket buyers Fund.
for his annual concerts.
will begin this Thursday and FriOver the years, the concerts
Franklin Grant, spokesman
day, December 6-7 from 3:30 for Longwood College stated, have netted over $90,000 that
p.m. until 5:30 p.m. in the Jarman "We are really sorry that Roy have been used for music scholBox office.
arships.
PRESSRELEASE

I

Burn Off Some Stress at Aerobics!

■Monday: Kickboxing 6-7
;Taesd=y:Circuit 3:45-4:30
■
Toning 5-6

Thursday: Dance Aerobix 6:157:15

Friday: -NONE-

J
DanceAerobix6:15-7:15 Q^L x 2355 for info
^Wednesday: Circuit 3:45-4:30
:
Toning 5-6
**A|( c|asses are P.M. Classes**
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LWC Intramural Draws Largest Crowd to Date
LIZ RICHARDS
Asst. News Editor
This fall Longwood has
seen a record number of enrolled
students and record number
fundraising.
Now, Campus Recreation
is joining the group of record
breakers this fall.
With participation at its
highest, the unexpected turn out
has put the time and money management skills of Jeff Smith,
Campus Rec. Director, to the test.
Aerobics class attendees
have increased in number by 46%
from last fall.
Among the three sports offered this semester, softball, flag
football, and indoor soccer,
Intramurals has seen a total of 101
different teams, 58% more than
last fall.
The weight room has seen
a drastic increase in participants,
breaking the five thousand student marker in the month of November alone.
All of this activity has
called for "creative scheduling,"
according to Smith.
For instance, volleyball had

to be moved to the spring due to
the amount of time the flag football tournament took.
"We would start games at
noon and go until 10 p.m. That
equals out to about eleven games
a day.
"We've been holding
games six days a week ever since
flag football started," says Smith.
By playing on Her field,
students were able to watch
games from the dining hall.
Smith believes that this
sparked an interest in some that
may not have known about the
sports tournaments.
This, and word of mouth
were enough to get a record
breaking number of teams involved.
This spring will see basketball, floor hockey, darts, volleyball, and outdoor soccer.
It has been anticipated that
basketball itself will bring in approximately forty to fifty teams.
Campus Rec. employee Drew
Walker recalls this semester has
been "no lull."
"People can't get enough
sports, it just goes from one to the
next," said Walker.

Students fill the weight room on a typical weeknight to get in their workouts. Photo by Jeff Smith

Longwood Spanish Professor Named Best in Virginia
PRESSRELEASE
Dr. Lily Anne Goetz, a
Longwood Spanish professor, has
been chosen as the best foreign
language professor in the state.
Dr. Goetz received the Excellence
in Foreign Language Teaching
Award (post-secondary level)
from the Foreign Language As-

sociation of Virginia (FLAVA).
The award was presented
at the annual conference of the
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, held
Nov. 15-18 in Washington, DC,
FLAVA and the Maryland Foreign Language Association met
jointly with that organization.
FLAVA annually presents
an award for the K.-12 level and

another for the post-secondary
level. Dr. Goetz has worked with
area foreign language teachers, as
well as various projects such as
the Hispanic Literacy Project. The
migrant tutoring project for
Nottoway County Schools and the
Summer Institutes for Spanish
Teachers were cited among other
accomplishments contributing to
the award.

Celica
The Inside Story
On the outside, it's easy to see that Celica is race-track
inspired. But the real excitement is on the inside...under the
hood. Take the Celica GT-S...Toyota worked with Yamaha to
build a 180 HP engine redlined at 7800 RPM...equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence...a computer
that constantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performance...a cam with two sets of lobes to provide
two ranges of valve lift and duration for more usable horsepower. There's direct ignition for greater reliability...
iridium-tipped spark plugs for reduced maintenance...a
stainless steel exhaust manifold...a water-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
automatic "Sportshift", you get transmission shift switches
on the steering wheel...just like Formula 1 race cars. Sweet.

www.gettoyota.com
Driving a new Toyota is easier than ever
because now your Toyota dealer has a special college graduate
financing program available thru Toyota Financial Services
that offers a lot of great advantages.
So if you're within 4 months of graduation... or if you graduated
within the past two years...See your Toyota dealer for details.
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Finding Last "Life as a House"
Minute Gifts
COURTNEYJETT
Staff Writer

PRESS RELEASE

Just a few more all-nighters
and then you can relax, or can
you? With final tests and projects
coming to an end, holiday shopping has probably been one of the
last things on your mind.
Don't panic. There's plenty
of time. At GiftCertificates.com
you can get all your shopping
done in no time at all and still
have time to study for that final
exam.
"Shopping online can save
you a lot of time, and when you
purchase a gift certificate, you
know you're spending money on
a gift that will be appreciated,"
said Mark Hasebroock, executive
vice president of sales and marketing at GiftCertificates.com.
"In fact, we found more
than 70 percent of consumers like
receiving gift certificates, and 60
percent will give gift certificates
as holiday gifts this year."
GiftCertificates.com is a
unique web site where you can
purchase gift certificates to all

your favorite stores. With hundreds of popular merchants to
choose from, you're sure to find
something for everyone on your
list.
Tired
of
thinking?
GiftCerti fie ates. corn's
SuperCertificate takes the guesswork out of shopping. A
SuperCertificate is a gift certificate to GiftCertificates.com that
lets your family and friends
choose the gift certificates of their
choice from popular merchants,
including Barnes & Noble, AMC
Theaters, Olive Garden, and many
others.
We'll even take care of delivery. Your gift certificates can
be delivered with a personal message directly to your recipients.
For procrastinators, electronic SuperCertificates and select
merchant gift certificates can also
be delivered with a personal message via e-mail, just in the nick of
time.
So when that last final is
over, sit back, relax, and do all
your shopping with a few clicks
of the mouse and visit
www.giftcertificates.com.

This movie stars Kevin
Kline, Kristin Scott Thomas,
and Hayden Christiansen. It has
a very powerful story with a
deep underlying meaning.
Directed by Irwin Winkler
("At First Sight"), this movie did
have a lot of great qualities, but
the story line that is based on the
emotional ties that bind are not
very original. However, they do
run very deep and can, and in
this case do, serve as the building block to a fabulous script
The story begins with the
character of George (Kevin
Kline, "In & Out") going
through what for most people
would be a mid-life crisis, but
for him it is an end of life crisis.
He loses his job and is alone in
the world, living in a shack of a
house that he once lived in with
his wife and son who have long
ago left him.
He finds out he is dying
of cancer and realizes his need
to bond with his son. George
then decides that he's going to
take apart the shack and build
the dream house that he had
planned for.

So George takes Sam for
the summer and the two must live
in the garage while they finish
tearing down the shack. Sam is
very bitter and angered, forced to
be with the father he doesn't care
for.

There was a wonderful
depth and transformation in the
characters of George, his ex-wife,
and their son Sam. The chemistry between George and his exwife Robin (Krisin Scott Thomas
"Random Hearts") is phenomenal. I felt a true connection between Kline and Thomas. Although the movie didn't specify
as to why they parted in the first
place, their relationship was seen
as obviously a loving, but
troubled one as well.

The relationship between
George and Sam is the most significant and dynamic in the
whole movie. There is a truly
powerful
transformation
through the movie in how Sam
goes from absolutely despising
his father to falling in love with
him when he has not felt such a
care for his father in many
years.
In building the house,
they are building a bond that is
unbreakable and completely
beautiful. The story line between them sets up an understanding and a legacy left from
father to son, where the audience knows that once George
dies, his son will embody the
love that they have found and
the family they have revived.
Although I despised the
ending, I will not give it away.
I personally would have chosen
a very different ending. Overall, it was a very good film. The
depth of the characters was a
rare and refreshing thing to see
in present day cinema. I think
all three main characters deserve Oscar nomination nods
from the academy for making
such honest and raw characters
into such believable people.

Longwood Professor Receives Award for Excellence
Music professor Dr. Lust helps teach English in Brazil through American music
PRESS RELEASE

Partners of the Americas
has presented an annual "Award
for Excellence" to a program developed by Longwood professor
of music Dr. Pat Lust.
The program called "Using
Music to Teach English as a Foreign Language" teaches children
English using American folk and
children's songs. The excellence
awards are presented each year to
outstanding volunteer projects
which "reflect innovation and resourcefulness at the international
level."
Dr. Lust developed the program in 1995 and has worked with
teachers of English in four cities
in Santa Catarina, Brazil
Santa Catarina and Virginia
are paired for exchanges in Partners of the Americas, which links

a state in the U. S. with a country
or region in Latin America or the
Caribbean. Partners was established in 1964 as part of the Alliance for Progress. It is one of the
largest volunteer organizations
promoting social and economic
development in the western hemisphere.
"Music is important in Brazil," says Lust. She based "Using
Music to Teach English as a Foreign Language" on "the natural
connections between language
and music," incorporating the intelligence and learning theories of
Howard Gardner and Carl Orff.
She is expanding the
program's activities and materials
to appeal to first grade students in
addition to the fifth and sixth graders targeted initially. She also has
made connections in Italy to use
the program with children there.
Since 1995, Dr. Lust has
visited Santa Catarina four times,

usually with instruments and
books to distribute. She says that
the "fun and rewards" are worth
the contributions of money and
time.
She is a past president of
the Virginia
Partnership
and chairs the
University
Linkages
Committee
which promotes student
exchanges
and faculty
consultations.
The Virginia
Partnership,
of about 80
active members, meets in
Charlottesville
and includes
professors,
physicians,

emergency personnel and other
professionals.
Partners of the Americas
has a variety of projects. Many
promote the arts and education;
others, such as Aids research, fo-

cus on public health issues; agricultural projects, such as improving milk production and
growing sweet corn, continue to
be an important part of the mission.

TRAVEL
S1RVKKS
Spring Break with STS
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Promote trips on-campus earn cash and free trips.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 ww.ststravel.com.
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Self Defense Kicks Back
KIM GARRETT
Features Editor
Shouts of "NO!" rang out
at the Rape Aggression Defense
(RAD) course on December 2 as
the partakers practiced immobilizing a pretend attacker.
Officer Sandy Hall and
Sargeant Roger Sudsberry have
been certified in the national
course as teachers and hold the
course once each semester.
"Even if you have taken the
class before, it can be a practice
the second time around," said
Hall.
The class not only teaches
safe practices such as locking
your windows and doors. It
teaches to have your keys in your
hand before you go to your car
and not to leave detailed messages
on your answering machines.
The best practice is to "Say
you are unavailable and to have
the caller leave his/her phone
number. Don't leave lengthy messages saying 'I'm not home but
feel free to call me at work," said
Hall.
The course also prepares
participants to defend themselves
against pending attacks by using

a combination of moves developed into the program by founder
and executive director Lawrence
N. Nadeau.
The program was designed
to enable women to use the
strength they already posses to
overcome their attacker.
"If you are ever attacked,
you may find running a better solution for you, but the program offers other solutions. Impair the attacker, then get out of there," said
Sudsberry.
Thus session of the program
consisted of eight women who
will complete the course Sunday
December 9 which will consist of
more specialized moves.
Hall and Sudsberry asked
the participants why they were
taking the course and the answer
was unanimous; each woman
wanted to be prepared.
During the three hour
course, participants discussed
safe and hazardous practices in
their everyday lives and the most
vulnerable points on a person's
body as well as the best personal
defense weapons.
Then, the group was able to
try out their knowledge on the instructors who made sure the class

knew to punch the foam pads and
not them.
"It's one thing to talk about
it and another to do it. I think every member of this class will
leave with very valuable information they will treasure," said
Sudsberry.
Another key aspect of this
program is the price.
"We charge $10 to do it on
our day off and the money pays
for the book. Other courses of the
same type cost anywhere from
$200 to $300. You can also take
our course free of cost after the
first time if you want to keep practicing," said Sudsberry.
The course offers participants a chance to try the routines
as well as practice ways to get out
of holds.
Longwood Dispatcher Melissa Perkins said, "I thought the
class was great because it gave me
a chance to put my attitude with
techniques. I feel safer walking to
my car at night now because I feel
confident about myself."
The course has a tentative
date around April/May but depending on the number of requests, it may be offered prior to
that session in addition.

Getting a Dose of Real Life
AMY WHIPPLE
Asst. PR Manager
Going away to college, possibly one of the most clichetl topics in a young person's life. From
packing up and leaving home to
sharing a room to living entirely
with people all the same age, excitement and fear lace the
student's every thought and action.
As their first semester at
Longwood draws to a close,
freshmen reflect upon experiences, expectations, and emotions
on their first four months away
from home.
One fear for many new students was not being able to replace the tightly bound friendships made in high school. In a
crowd of fresh faces, freshmen
are given the opportunity to remake themselves and to find
people who share common ideas
and goals.
"My biggest concern coming to college was that I wouldn't
be able to find the kind of people
I would want to hang out with and
be around in general," said freshman Drew Moberley. "Although
I failed at this at first, I eventu-

ally found people that didn't constantly make me want to rip my
hair out and scream."
In the plethora of activities
available at Longwood, freshmen
were able to fill their days and
meet all kinds of interesting and
different people.
Some seminar classes even
required a set amount of activities and club meetings to ensure
that everyone had a chance at getting involved.
"I have learned that by being involved on campus, you become somebody," said freshman
Tory Brookes. "You make friends
fast, and you become important."
For the first time in many
students' lives, they have the
choice to go to classes. They are
responsible for keeping track of
absences and work missed.
It is no longer like high
school where teachers will keep
up on assignments for the student.
The temptation to sleep through
classes is great, even though an
equal force pulls from the other
direction: this time they are paying for these classes.
"I never went to class and
now I'm about to fail out of
school, but there are still my fi-

nals, so I might be able to save
my ass," said freshman Promise
Roberson. "In short, next semester, I will be going to class."
Coming to college also
means the realization of always
being around other people. While
fun and a great bonding experience most of the time, there is
never a chance to really escape.
Most freshmen started the
semester with two roommates instead of one, which required more
of an adjustment than having a
single room at home. Dorms are
known to be noisy well into the
night, making it hard to get work
done, or, more importantly, sleep.
"No matter what time it is,
someone is always awake," said
freshman Mike Speidel.
As with any situation, feelings are mixed, but Longwood
yields more praise for its smaller
size and close-knit environment.
"It,s been really fun. I've
learned a lot about other people
and myself," said freshman Jon
Quinn. "The school is awesome!
I like the smallness of the classes
and the one on one contact with
the professors, and the friends I
have made are all really awesome."
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from
THc Rotunda!
Good £ucl< on
Spams and
Kave a Safe Sn?al<!
The Rotunda would also
like to wish Dr. Lily Anne
Goetz a very very speedy
recovery.

Career Center to
Lose Key Members
for the Career Center? In the future the Career Center hopes to
have more connections with acaCareer Center profile: demics and work closer with facLinda Haas Manley and Niki ulty. For example, they want to
Fallis are both leaving the Career work more with faculty in teacher
Center. Who will be the new fac- preparation to help students make
ulty? What future plans does the transition from school to
Longwood have for the Career teaching.
Center?
The Career Center also
Within the next year the would like to work more with the
Career Center will lose two won- undeclared sections of the
derful and valuable administra- Longwood Seminar classes and
tors.
help students prepare for the fuAt the end of December the ture even though they do not have
Assistant Director, Linda Haas a major. The Career Center ofManley, will be leaving. She has fers outstanding services for stubeen with the Career Center for dents and only plans to improve.
two and a half years and feels she
Neither position, director or
needs to concentrate more on her assistant director, has been filled
family.
as of yet.
At the end of the.school
Both positions have been
year the Director, Androniki posted with the director position
Fallis, will be retiring. She has being a national search. Both
been with the Career Center for Linda Haas Manley and Niki
30 years.
Fallis will be greatly missed and
What docs the future hold hard to replace.
KRISTIN HELMSTETTER
Staff Writer
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Saturday
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Sunday
nd
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Last Day of Classes!

Reading Day

4th Annual Snow Ball
in the Ballroom
@ 10:00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.

Children's Holiday Party
in Lankford
@ 9:00-11:00 a.m.

Midnight Breakfast
in the Dining Hall
@ 11:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

Friday
Jth

Mo
1

Wylde Turkey
playing at Charley's
@ 9:30 p.m.

"Examination Schedule fall Semester 2001
Reading Day: Saturday, December 8,2001
Exam Day/Date 8 am-10:30 am 11:30am- 2 pm 3 pm - 5:30 pm

MWF
am

Monday, Dec 10

8:00

MWF

9:00 am

MWF

10:00 am

i

«

TR

Tuesday, Dec 11

8:00 am

TR

9:30 am

TR

11:00 am

1
MWF
am

Wednesday, Dec 12

11:00

MWF

12 noon

MWF

1:00 PM

My
sta
or
Ev
T/]
tin
Tu
Cl
M.
ste
&

Cl

TR

Thursday, Dec 13

Friday, Dec 14

•

MWF

12:30 pm

2:00 pm

TR

MWF

2:00 pm

3:00 pm

T/
tin
Conflicts & Makeup
iat
E\

MW

4:00 pm

C(

\ENDAR
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mday
W

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
th
th
11
12 th
13
Exam Week

Longwood Bookstore Buyback Week

Student Appreciation Week
10 % Off Most Items
fExcluding textbooks, snacks, & HBAJ
[ •

6:30 pm -9 pm
M/W Classes with
start times of 6:15 pm
or later & Monday
Evening Classes
T7R Classes with start
times of 5:30 pm&
Tuesday Evening
Classes
M/W Classes with
start times of 5:30 pm
& Wednesday Evening
Classes
T/R Classes with start
times of 6:15 pmor
later & Thursday
Evening Classes
Conflicts & Makeup

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, & Students Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundrasier.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www. campusfundraiser.com

JUMPS
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GROWTH cont'd p. 1
going to get all these apartments and someone is really going to get burned."
Spates reiterated that the
town wasn't going to simply
refuse requests because it represents tax revenue for Farmville.
"We are not saying no [to
apartments], but we have areas
that we feel are already sit aside
for apartments. It looks like everyone wants to get their piece of
property rezoned. We set up a
master plan years ago and we are
trying to follow," said Spates.
Moving past the zoning issues.
Spates repeatedly referred to parking which he sited as a major issue between the college and the
town because it is overflowing
into the surrounding residential
neighborhoods.
With Brock Commons becoming more of a reality everyday, the closing of Pine Street is
creating tension for both the town
and college. Voicing a sense of capitulation, "I don't think anyone
has any real concerns with Longwood controlling the streets
within the campus," Spates remarked, "one of the council members commented as far as he was

concerned 'give them all the
streets.'"
Drawing point, Spates concluded, "the biggest problem we
have is that we have sewers under those streets that we have to
maintain." As for the future of
Brock Commons, Spates said, "I
think council will probably support it" but remarked about issues
involving water and sewer and the
inflated price to repair these after
the pedestrian mall is complete.
Surprisingly,
Spates
sourced many complaints regarding the closing of Pine street from
Longwood faculty: "We get a lot
of complaints from the faculty at
Longwood who are residents of
the town. Some of them for sentimental reasons want to keep the
streets open," remarked Spates,.
"When we close the street,
we have to have a public hearing,"
Spates affirmed, "we will have a
public hearing and citizens will be
able to come and voice concerns."
Clearly issues between the town
and college exist and solutions
will hopefully be reached through
a dialogue.
"1 don't think it is going to
be a problem, just some working
out of details," concluded Spates.

RALLY cont'd p.l
Sitting on the panel and expressing their views on the issue
were: ABC special agent Steve
Lindsay, Longwood Campus
Chief of Police Charles Lowe,
SGA member Mike Parrish, Vice
President of Student Affairs Tim
Pierson, Vice President of Administration and Finance Dave
Harnage, and Farmville Town
Manager Gerald Spates.
The forum revolved itself
around the issue of unfair treatment and the targeting of Longwood students.
Several Longwood students
felt it necessary to relay to the
panel their interactions with the
law, and then ask why they were
treated the way they were, after
which the law enforcing members
had no reply.
Gerald Spates, however,
did shed light on the "myth" of
student profiling with some hard
statistics.
Spates stated that within the
past year, 38 non-Longwood students were arrested for drunk in
public, while only 21 Longwood
students were arrested for the
same offense. Spates went on to
state that 21 non-Longwood students were arrested for DU1,
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while only 9 Longwood students
were arrested for the same offense.
Spates also went on to say
that of the grants Farmville received from the VA ABC, 76,000
dollars went to an educational
program to prevent these offenses
from occurring on a regular basis.
The panel was well prepared for the forum, throwing out
statistics for every single situation
that arose, seemingly resolving
the "myth" of student profiling.
The entire panel answered
many questions, and many opinions shed light on the situation at
hand. The reoccurring theme towards the end of the night tended
to be taking responsibility for
your actions and being responsible.
If students do not draw attention to themselves and are
safe, then they will not have to
worry about ever having to be a
victim of "police profiling".

HARNAGE cont'd p.l
We won't miss a beat!"
Dean Pierson goes on to say,
"Dave Harnage has had a terrific
impact on the Longwood College
in a very short time. Among Mr.

Harnage's many contributions
are:
* The development of a
magnificent master plan that will
serve Longwood for our future
growth and development;
* The masterful leadership
he asserted in our time of crises
during the fire and subsequent
time of recovery that allowed us
to open this past fall at full capacity;
* The supervision of the design of our buildings that will replace Grainger, the Rotunda, and
the Ruffners; and
* A straightforward and
honest style that never left one
wondering where one stood with
him.
I am sorry to see Dave
Harnage leave Longwood and I
wish him well."
At press time, no one could
confirm if the search was on for a
new VP. Towson University was
founded in 1866 and is a public
institution.
It currently has an enrollment of 16,000 students and offers students the choice of over
50 majors.
The university is located
roughly eight miles north of Baltimore.

The Peer Helpers would like to thank the Longwood Community for making the annual Angel Tree so
successful. This year we had over 430 angels and every single one of them will receive a gift. Thank you!

In appreciation of the students
at Longwood

10% OFF SALE*
Exam week
Dec 10-14

9:00 to 5:00

*Sorry no discounts on textbooks,snacks and HBA

SPOTLIGHT
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Bringing Passion To History
DARLENE CLEVTNGER
Staff Writer

When the name Longwood
is mentioned, the Education and
Business departments are commonly
remembered,
but
Longwood's History Department
should not be overlooked. Dr.
Deborah Welch, Assistant Professor of History, has made and continues to make a significant contribution to the History Department.
Before becoming a part of
the Longwood Community in
1998, Dr. Welch attended for her
bachelor's degree and she
achieved her PhD. at the University of Wyoming. She previously
held the position of history professor at the State University of
New York.
One quality that lured Dr.
Welch to this school was the
"charm of Farmville." She also
stated she loved the fact that "the
college is located in the middle

of all the history," which aided in
her decision to make Longwood
her home.
In addition, Dr. Welch has
a rich variety of travels, including most of Europe, the UK,
Canada, and Mexico. Her love of
history shows through in her
classes. She considers history a
"good detective story: trying to
figure out who did it" and "the
story of human beings." Dr.
Welch's enjoyment at Longwood
is aided by the fact that she refers
to her colleagues as "the best colleagues she's ever had." Her students consider Dr. Welch unique
and as someone who can make
history interesting, enjoyable, and
at times, even funny.
According to one of her students, Lori Anne Saunders, "it is
never an ordinary day in her classroom as the passionate voices of
American Indian People's come
to life with words of inspiration
and wisdom. I feel so honored to
learn under such an excellent educator as Dr. Welch and greatly ap-

preciate the many wonderful attributes she brings to our community here at Longwood College."
When she's not in the classroom teaching about her love, she
is involved in many other aspects
of history including writing about
the subject. Her work has been
published in "American West.''
"American Indian History," and
the "History Teacher." Dr. Welch
also contributed a chapter to "The
New Warrior," which is a book
written mostly by Indians featuring information about 20th century American Indian leaders.
Dr. Welch was recently honored with the prestigious Maude
Glenn Ruiford Award for excellence in teaching. She has also
received Who's Who in American Teachers and the award for
Outstanding Teacher Advisor at
the State University of New York
in 1997. These honors are just a
few among others in her career.
Dr. Welch is one of many professors that adds to high quality of
Longwood's education.

New Years*January«Springbreak
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Seniors Need
to Act Now
KRISTIN HELMSTETTER
Staff Writer

makes an impression, it's the interview that will make or break
you."
In addition to visiting the
Career Center, students should
visit job fairs. On February 19,
2002 the Challenge Job Fair will
take place in Roanoke. It is open
for juniors and seniors in all majors. Students will have the opportunity to speak with representatives from 85 national and regional organizations.
To participate in this job
fair students will need to complete a registration form and pay
the $5 fee. In addition, participants will need to submit the
proper number of approved
resumes and attend one mandatory meeting pertaining to the
job fair.
Mrs. Haas Manley advises
that all students have some idea
of what they want to do while
keeping their options open.
For more information on
the services that the Career Center offers visit the Longwood
website at www.lwc.edu, click
on "Student Life" and then "Career Center."
Remember: do not wait
until the last minute. Graduation
will be here before you know it.

The Career Center offers
services for all students to help
them throughout college and to
prepare for life after graduation.
A student's senior year can be
one of chaos and stress but the
Career Center offers advice for
students graduating in May.
First and foremost: do not
wait until the last minute. Many
students put off drafting a
resume or applying for jobs
thinking they have plenty of
time. Seniors need to be doing
this now if they haven't already.
Draft a resume" and let the
Career Center review it. The
Career Center can tremendously
help improve your resume" so it
will catch an employer's eye.
If you are graduating in
May you should start applying
for jobs now. The job search
process takes approximately 36 months. The Career Center
will help you develop interview
skills by setting up mock interviews and offering other services,
Linda Haas Manley, Assistant Director of the Career
Center, said "after your resume

MOLSON College Fest

Kevin's

Tremblant & Quebec City
Canada <

Quiz
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor
After 3.5 long years of having my column, I'm student
teaching next semester, so this may be my last column.
So here is one of the puzzlers that was never published..
Good Luck!

II

oooo
// was a lot of fun working on this staff.
I can be contacted at kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu
Answer:

t»£» 9tft udpun saputj
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QUOTE of the WEEK
I have been wrestling
with reality for thirtyfive years and I'm happy,
doctor; I've finally won
out over it.
-Jimmy Stewart,
from HARVEY

Aries
On ihe first day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, an extra itchy STD.
Taurus
On the second dav of Christmas your true love will give to thee, two swollen breasts from an unexpected pregnancy and an extra itchy STD
Gemini
On the third day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, three shaved Hungarian bull fighters waxing, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Cancer
On the fourth day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, four rabid chinchillas foaming, three shaved Hungarian bull fighters waxing, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.

Lea.
On the fifth day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Virgo
On the sixth day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, six empty beer bottles, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an
extra itchy STD.
Libra
On the seventh day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, seven deadly sins apleanty, six open beers, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two
swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Scorpio
On the eighth day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, eight unwholesome brownies with walnuts, seven deadly sins, six open beers, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas,
three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Sagittarius
On the ninth day of Christmas, your true love will give to thee, nine condoms breaking (now with ribs!), eight brownies with walnuts, seven deadly sins, six open beers, FIVE NIMBLE
TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Capricorn
On the tenth day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, ten gerbils struggling (think about it), nine condoms breaking, eight unwholesome brownies, seven deadly sins, six open beers.
FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Aquarius
On the eleventh day of Christmas your true love will give to thee, eleven cute little puppies (come on, I'm not a monster), ten gerbils struggling, nine condoms breaking, eight unwholesome
brownies, seven deadly sins, six open beers, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.
Pisces
On the twelfth day of Christmas your true love will give tc thee, twelve oral presentations, eleven little puppies, ten gerbils struggling, nine condoms breaking, eight unwholesome brownies,
seven deadly sins, six open beers, FIVE NIMBLE TEENS, four rabid chinchillas, three shaved Hungarians, two swollen breasts, and an extra itchy STD.

SPORTS
Men's Basketball Takes Two in a Row; Moves Up to #10
NOVEMBER 16,2001
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GREG PRUUTY
Sports Information
Long wood, ranked #10 in
the NABC/Division II Bulletin
Poll this week, won both of its
non-conference home games
last week, defeating North
Carolina Central 99-72 Nov.
29 and the District of Columbia (DC.) 95-79 Dec. l.The
Lancers are now 3-1 overall
with three-straight victories,
and currently show a 28.8point scoring margin over their
opponents. Longwood will
play its first CVAC contest this
week, Dec. 4, hosting Belmont
Abbey (N.C.) at 7:30 p.m. in
Lancer Hall.
Against North Carolina
Central, LC had four players
score in double-figures. The
Lancers led 40-27 at the intermission against the Eagles before shooting 69% (25-36)
from the field in the second
half while pulling away —
leading by as many as 33
points in the second half. LC
finished the game shooting
59% (41-69) from the field, including 58% (7-12) on threepoint field goals.
Longwood was led by
senior Jason Pryor/Hampton who
scored a game-high 34 points, including 13-18 field goals with 34 three-pointers, and 5-5 free
throws — adding four assists.
Senior Marques Cunningham/
Danville had 19 points, seven assists, seven steals, and five rebounds. Junior St. John's (NY.)
transfer John Parker/Pasadena,
Calif, finished with a doubledouble of 15 points and 12 rebounds; senior Arkansas State
transfer Claude Davis/Buhl, Ala.
had 14 points and eight rebounds.

including two highlight reel slam
alley-oop dunks; and junior
MoustaphaToure/Dakar, Senegal
added nine points and 11 rebounds.
Against District of Colum-

bounds and two steals while playing the entire 40 minutes. It was
Pryor's third-straight 30-point
game. Davis had a career-high 18
points, adding seven rebounds.
Parker finished with his third-

48) from the field, including 50%
(4-8) on three-pointers, and 73%
(8-11) at the line. Parker is averaging a double-double of 14.5
points and 13.8 rebounds, adding
3.3 assists while shooting 59%
(24-41) from the field, including 67% (4-6) on threepointers, and 60% (6-10) at
the line.
Davis is averaging
14.3 points, 7.7 rebounds,
and 1.7 blocks, while shooting 47% (15-32) from the
field, including 38% (3-8)
on three-pointers, and 63%
(10-16) at the line. Toure is
averaging 9.3 points and
10.0 rebounds, while shooting 46% (17-37) from the
field and 50% (3-6) at the
line. Isaacs is averaging 8.3
points and 2.8 rebounds,
adding 3.0 assists while
shooting 64% (14-22) from
the field, including 40% (410) on three-pointers, and
100% (1-1) at the line.
Boyd is averaging 6.5
points and 5.5 rebounds,
while shooting 52% (11-21)
from the field and 57% (47) at the line. Senior walk
on
Matt
Donohue/
Warrenton and freshman
walk-on Ryan Marable/Chesterfield add 2.0 points and 1.0 points,
respectively.
Following the Abbey contest, Longwood will travel to West
Virginia Dec. 8 to play nationallyranked #7 Charleston (W.Va.) in
its final game before the Christmas holiday. The Charleston contest will be broadcast on WFLO
Radio, 95.7 FM in Farmville and
will be available on TEAMLINE
as well. The Lancers defeated the
Eagles 94-65 last Dec. 9 in Lancer
Hall.

sion II National Player of the Year.
Through the first four
games, Longwood has been led
by Pryor with his 32.2 points per
game, including 14 three-point
field goals, adding 4.5 assists, 3.8
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photo by Anthony Colucci
bia, LC had all five starters score
in double-figures. The Lancers
jumped to a 48-29 lead at the intermission against the Firebirds
and never looked back, leading by
as many as 30 points in the second half. LC played the game
without starting guard Marques
Cunningham who was injured late
in the NCC game.
Longwood was led by
Pryor who scored a game-high 30
points, including 15-18 free
throws — adding a game-high
eight assists along with six re-

straight double-double of 14
points and a game-high 15 rebounds; junior Zech Boyd/Chesapcakc had 13 points and five rebounds; and classmate Chris
Isaacs/Fairfax added 11 points
and four assists. Toure contributed
seven points and eight rebounds
off the bench. LC finished the
game shooting 48% (32-67) from
the field, and 77% (26-34) at the
free throw line. The College also
retired the #52 jersey of Colin
Ducharme at halftime —
Ducharme was last year's Divi-
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BED & BREAKFAST
408 High Street. Farmville.UA 23901
vVWW.longvvoodinri.com
f434J 392-6500

Elegant accommodation in spacious
guest rooms and executive apartments
'King & Queen beds 'Fireplaces * Bathrobes 'Room Phones 'Full
Breakfast *100% Private Baths 'Rates $85 to $125 'Special weekly rates

rebounds, and 3.8 steals. He is
shooting 55% (43-78) from the
field, including 47% (14-30) on
three-pointers, and 85% (29-34)
at the free throw line. Pryor has
been limited to less than 30 points
just once this season — scoring
29 points against Franklin Pierce
(N.H.) in the season-opener (an
86-77 loss).
Cunningham, who could be
available to play this week, follows with averages of 20.0 points,
5.3 assists, 4.7 rebounds, and 4.0
steals. He is shooting 50% (24-
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Fine Jewelry

MARGARET H. ATKINS
Owner
123 N. Main Street
Farmville, Virginia 23901

804-392-4904
Toll Free 1-866-64-Martins
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SPORTS
Lady Lancers Fall to Division I Nationally Ranked
Opponent Elon; Drop to 1-3 Lancers Upset by
Belmont Abbey 72-67
DECEMBER 7, 2001

MELISSA KR1STOFAK
Sports Information
Longwood dropped to 1 -3
last week, falling 73-58 at NCAA
Division I Elon (N.C.) Nov. 29 in
North Carolina. LC will open
CVAC competition this week,
Dec. 4, against conference rival
and four-time defending conference champions Belmont Abbey
(N.C). The game time is set for
5:30 p.m. in Lancer Hall.
At Elon (1-3), the Lancers
were down by only six at the
break, but were forced to play the
second half without leading
scorer junior Angel Johnson/
Charlottesville, who left the game
early with a knee injury.
Longwood and Elon played to
eight early ties, before LC took a
26-22 lead with 5:45 left in the

first half on consecutive buckets
by Kanee' Booth/Woodbridge
and Johnson.
Elon closed-in on the Lancers' lead when freshman Jessica
Williams drained a three-pointer
and sparked an 11-1 Phoenix run
to put the host team up 33-27 at
the intermission. LC managed to
get within seven points of EU
with 5:33 remaining in the game,
but ultimately was unable to capture the win. Freshman Tokisha
Burton/Danville scored a careerhigh 15 points and grabbed eight
rebounds, while sophomores
Leigh Farmer/Vansant and Ebony
Smith/ Kents Store added 13
points and 11 points, respectively
for the Division II Lancers.
Through the first four
games, Johnson continues to lead

the Lancers offensively with her
12.0 points and 4.8 rebounds per
game. She is followed by Farmer
(11.8 ppg, 5.8 rpg). Burton (10.5
ppg, 6.5 rpg), Booth (8.8 ppg, 3.5
rpg, Toni Matkovich/Wheeling,
W.Va. (8.0 ppg, 3.5 rpg), Smith
(7.3 ppg, 4.8 rpg), classmate Erica
Marc urn/Charleston-W.Va. (5.5
ppg, 2.5 apg), freshman Monica
Mason/Virginia Beach (4.3 ppg,
1.8 rpg), senior Jessica RoyHarrison/Baltimore, Md. (1.0
ppg, 0.5 rpg), along with sophomore Chelsea Bruce/Pittsburgh,
Pa. (0.3 ppg, 0.3 rpg).
Following the BelmontAbbey match-up, Longwood will
travel to Pennsylvania for the
WCU Alumni Association Classic Dec. 7-8, hosted by West
Chester (Pa.) University.

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood, ranked #10 in
the NABC/Division II Bulletin
Poll, lost Tuesday night to conference for Belmont Abbey 7267. It marked the opening conference game of the season for the
Lancers who played their secondstraight game without starting senior guard Marques Cunningham/
Danville
LC had led 32-29 at halftime, and the contest witnessed 11
lead changes and seven ties as the
game's largest lead was six points
(LC.37-31,18:33).
Longwood was led by se-

nior Jason Pryor/Hampton Junior St. John's transfer John Parker/
Pasadena, Calif, finished with 11
points and nine rebounds; and
classmate Moustapha Toure/
Dakar, Senegal added 10 points
and 10 rebounds.
The Crusaders got a gamehigh 28 points and 10 rebounds
from Byron Johnson, while Greg
Copeny added 19 points.
Longwood dropped to 3-2
overall, and will play again Saturday, Dec. 8, when the Lancers
travel to West Virginia to play
nationally-ranked #7 Charleston
(W.Va.) at 7:30 p.m. — a game to
be broadcast on WFLO Radio,
95.7 FM.

Longwood Basketball
And Now A Word From Our
Up to #10 In Latest Poll
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood College (3-1)

has been ranked #10 in this
week's NABC/Division II Bulletin Weekly Top 25 Men's Basketball Poll Kentucky Wesleyan (50), last year's National Champion,
is again top-ranked this week.
The Lancers will travel to play at
nationally-ranked #7 Charleston
(W.Va.) Saturday, Dec. 8, at 7:30
p.m. in West Virginia to close-out
their pre-Christmas schedule.

NABC/Division II Bulletin
Weekly Top 25 (12-3-01)
1. Kentucky Wesleyan
2. Northeastern St.
3. Tampa
4. Washburn

5-0
6-0
5-0
2-0

5. St. Cloud State
6. Cal State
San Bernandino
7. Charleston (W.Va.)
8. Henderson State
9. Florida Southern
10. LONGWOOD
11. Northwest Missouri
12 Lynn
13. Adelphi
14. Western Washington
15. Shaw
16. Delta State
17. Northern Kentucky
18. Southwest State
19. Salem International
20. Seattle Pacific
21. Presbyterian
22. Humboldt State
23. Michigan Tech
24. South Dakota
25. Missouri Southern
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2-1
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5-2
3-1
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3-1
3-2
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4-1
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4-1
6-1
6-0
5-0
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Wonderful Sports Editor
JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor

No bashing of Longwood
athletics this week - although
I'm tempted. In fact 1 don't even
really want to talk about sports
this week. But alas 1 am a sports
freak and nearly every thing I
have to say has something to
do with sports, even though it
may be indirectly in some cases
- as is this one.
While most of you I
know are preparing to get the
heck out of the wonderful establishment of higher learning
and head off to your homes for
a happy holiday and well deserved break from tests, papers,
and professors who like to give
a plethora of work, let me leave
you with this one piece of advise - on the Christmas holiday,
don't take your loved ones for
granted.
It will be 4 years Monday
since my father passed away.
Obviously Christmas doesn't
hold that same happiness and
excitement as it once did me.
But I am the person I am
today because of my dad. I am
the sports freak you hear from
every week because of my dad.
I love baseball because of my
dad. I am a Dallas Cowboys fan

because of my dad. I like fishing
because ol my dad (and YES fishing is a sport). Do you see a
pattern forming here? My dad has
influenced more than I ever could
have imagined; it's just too bad
he isn't here now to see it. My
fondest memories of him have
something to do with sports -

whether it was watching football
on Sunday afternoon, playing
catch in the front yard, or getting
in his way while he is trying to
catch a trout on Piney River.
My problem was I took advantage of my dad. I didn't spend
as much time as I should have,
because I thought I was too cool
for that. My friends were more
important to me than my own parents. I was sadly mistaken. I had
no idea how significant my dad

was to my life until he was gone.
I guess it's true what they say; you
really don't know who you've got
until its gone.
What I am trying to say
here is - take time, better yet,
make time for your loved ones.
Parents spend time with your
kids. Take them out to a movie,
shopping, or you can just spend a
night at home. Cook them dinner
or something. Sons and daughters, take some time out of your
busy social schedules to spend
some quality time with your parents. It won't kill you -1 promise.
You might even enjoy yourself a
little. I know a lot of you out there
already do this and that's wonderful, but you know what - spend a
little more time with them, for me
if nothing else.
Heaven forbid something
happens to any of your loved
ones, but anything is possible in
this world we live in today. Our
lives can change in an instant and
there is nothing we can do about
it. Just take advantage of the time
we have here and now.
So during your break, take
some time out for you family as
well as your friends. Whether it
is your mom, dad, son, daughter,
brother, sister, grandparents whatever - just tell them that you
love them. Merry Christmas.

Operation Turkey 2001 has been a HUGE success, far exceeding our goals
Within the first couple of days, all of the families had been adopted and many more people and
organizations were signing up. Longwood College continues to show phenomenal support to the
surrounding communities. Over 83 baskets were collected and delivered just in time for the
Thanksgiving Holiday!
We would like to take a moment to show our gratitude to the individuals and organizations that
made Operation Turkey 2001 a success:
The Arias Family
Lucinda Sinclair
Linda Wright

Therapeutic Recreation Organization
(TRO)
Pledges of AT and
Delta Sigma Pi

Academic Affairs

Alpha Chi Rho

IITS

Melanie Marks

Residents of 4th Floor
Stubbs

Alpha Gamma Delta
Ellen Masters
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Top Nail—Tom Ly

Accounting Association

Brooke Preas
Alpha Sigma Phi

American Marketing
Association

Alpha Sigma Tau

Lancer Productions

Delta Zeta

Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Kappa

SEAL

ARC Hall Council

Freshman Class

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Cheryl Adkins

The Library

Commuter Student
Association
Cunningham Hall
Council

Sigma Nu
The Shupe Family

Health and Wellness

Residents of 3rd Floor
Wheeler

Phi Kappa Tau

Kappa Delta
Registrar's Office

Residents of 2nd Floor
Wheeler

Alpha Sigma Alpha

The Pot Gang
Student Union Staff

Residents of South
Tabb

Alpha Delta Pi

Delta Sigma Pi
Institutional Advancement

Margaret Lindsay,
CPA

Sophomore Class

Zeta Tau Alpha

Stanley Park Hall
Council

Ray Brastow
WFLO

Longwood Seminar
Section 20

Bill Brown

Student Advisory
Board

SGA

Bobbie Burton

SOBE

Phi Beta Lambda

Jack and Debby Cooper

Residents of 1st Floor
N. Cunningham
Residents of 6th Floor
Curry

Curry Hall Council
And our many anonymous donors!!

Residents of 8th Floor
Curry

Pre-Professional Club

Delta Tau Chi

Kathy Dunnavant

Honor and Judicial
Board

Wesley Foundation

Stacy Lampkin & Vicki Residents of ARC 3rd
Matkovich
Floor

The world is a better place because of people like you. Who give pleasure and joy, by the
things they do. Your thoughtfulness has touched the hearts of many families in need.
Again, thank you for your wonderful support to this years Operation Turkey!!!
Business Communications Class
Team IV

